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Visualization and Machine Learning for Data Center Management
Alina Chircu 1, Eldar Sultanow 2, David Baum 3, Christian Koch 4, and Matthias Seßler 5

Abstract: In this paper, we present a novel tool for data center management that incorporates data
visualization and machine learning capabilities. We developed the tool in the context of an action
design research project conducted at a large government agency in Germany, which hosts three
highly available data centers containing more than 10,000 servers. We derived the requirements
for the tool from qualitative interviews with agency employees who are familiar with monitoring
the data center infrastructure as well as from a review of existing data center and other large infrastructure monitoring solutions. We implemented a web-based 3D prototype for the tool as an
Angular 6 application running on Node.js, and evaluated it with the same employees. Most participants preferred the new tool, which provided a significantly better option and enabled visualization
of historical data for all server instances at the same time, as well as real-time charts. Planned
improvements will take advantage of the full potential of machine learning for time series forecasting.
Keywords: Data Center, Forecasting, Machine Learning, Monitoring, Response Time, Time
Series, Utilization, Visualization

1

Introduction

Data centers – physical facilities and the associated information technology (IT) infrastructure needed to host applications and data – are essential for an organization’s success in the digital age [GRD13]. They are becoming even more important as organizations embrace digital transformation and embed digital technologies (such as web, cloud,
or mobile technologies, Internet of Things, artificial intelligence, robotics, and the like)
in all their business processes. Respondents to a 2019 survey indicate their organizations
manage, on average, 12 data centers – a number expected to increase to 17 in three years
and to include both cloud and on premise facilities [Kl19]. Whether they use an onpremises, a cloud-hosted, or a hybrid model, data centers now host increasing amounts
of data as well as increasingly complex software and hardware such as “artificial intelligence engines, vast cloud ecosystems, blockchain solutions, advanced connectivity architectures, high-performance computing platforms, and more” [Kl19]. New solutions
such as data analytics, machine learning, and artificial intelligence are among the emerg1
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ing innovations [GRD13, Kl19] that can help ensure operational efficiency, service reliability, and security of data and applications in the increasingly complex data center
environment.
In this paper, we present a novel tool for data center management that incorporates data
visualization and machine learning capabilities. We developed the tool in the context of
an action design research [Se11] project conducted at Germany's Federal Employment
Agency (thereafter referred to as FEA). FEA manages a network of branch offices and
local agencies in order to provide services to individuals and firms in a timely and efficient manner. Its employees use more than a hundred applications, accessed through
170,000 devices. Furthermore, millions of citizens use its online portal. The functionality
of the provided software is implemented by a myriad of interconnected services, hosted
in three highly available data centers comprising more than 10,000 servers altogether.
The complexity of the environment and the high criticality of the services require extensive and efﬁcient monitoring. This includes identiﬁcation of abnormal behavior of any
server at runtime (including temporal and recurring patterns) such as a failure of the
system or a malfunction that will lead to a system failure. Thus, quick and early detection of abnormal behavior is critical. FEA’s existing data center monitoring tool is designed for manual data analysis (drill-ups, drill-down, zooming into parts of data that
seems to be abnormal based on peaks or dips in the data). In order to ﬁx the issue it has
to be classiﬁed (e.g. large response times, huge number of requests, connection pool,
huge number of threads, huge number of failures, etc.) and the affected servers or clusters have to be localized in order to know which servers need maintenance. The new tool
presented in this paper supports the user in detecting abnormal behavior, in classifying
and localizing the issue, and in predicting future behavior.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes related work that is important
for the development of our proposed tool. Section 3 briefly reviews the action design
research methodology used in this research project. Section 4 presents the details of the
new data center management tool – including gathering requirements from users, developing the tool, and evaluating it. Finally, Section 5 presents conclusions, limitations and
future research directions.

2

Related work

As the importance of data centers for today’s businesses has been increasing, researchers
and practitioners alike started investigating data center management challenges and corresponding solutions [Mo05]. The research in this area recognizes the unique nature of
data centers, which requires managers to consider both traditional IT problems such as
performance monitoring, server management, and security, as well as facilities-related
problems related to power consumption and temperature management [Mo05]. As a
solution to data center complexity and fragmentation of operations, tools, and information, data center infrastructure management tools emerged as a way to better measure,
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monitor, manage and control data center capacity, service delivery, resources, and assets
[GRD13]. Analytics, machine learning and artificial intelligence are emerging as key
solutions for data center operation management [GRD13, Kl19, LBB18, Mo05]. For
example these methods can help better manage service delivery (analyzing and predicting downtime and performance, conducting root cause analysis, and designing resilience
in case of outages) [GRD13] or power consumption and cooling costs given a specific
workload [Mo05]. In particular, machine learning has been used to predict resource
utilization, quality of service (response time), and workloads and to help automatic job
and resource allocation [Be13].
The need for visualizing the load and status of a data center has been recognized and
dealt with in a limited number of research papers so far. For example, Fisher et al. provide a solution called “Visual-I” for visualizing the status of networks and applications
residing in a large data center [Fi08]. The system, developed based on requirements
collected during a case study, allows “human users to rapidly assess the health of the
system – quickly identifying problems that span across components and solving problems that challenge fully autonomic and machine-learning based management systems”
[Fi08]. In addition, several US patents have been submitted for methods to visualize the
health of data center objects [WB06] or to analyze capacity and load in a data center
[BMS06].
Despite these developments, the visualization of large infrastructures such as data centers remains challenging. Established visualization, analytics and monitoring frameworks
such as Elastic Stack (including Elasticsearch, Logstash, and Kibana), Grafana, and
Graphite, as well as services or service platforms such as AppDynamics, Dynatrace, and
New Relic rely on two-dimensional visualizations, which are not very useful due to the
complexity of the data center infrastructure. A small number of papers focus on threedimensional (3D) visualizations of infrastructure status and events. For example, Taylor,
Brooks and McHugh present a 3D-capable visualization tool that shows “historical network ﬂow data per port of an individual host machine or subnet on a network over time”
[TBM08]. In a related domain, researchers have developed solutions for visualizing the
structure of very large software systems – for example using the city metaphor [We10]
and the recursive disk metaphor [MZ15]. Schilbach extends the recursive disk metaphor
by using animation to visualize runtime behavior of software systems [Sc18]. Similar
modiﬁcations are applied to the city metaphor to visualize performance data in real time
[Og17]. However, a solution for three-dimensionally visualizing the load of servers that
reside in a data center, grouped in clusters and by specialized function, does not yet
exist. We describe the development of such a solution in this paper.
Another relevant area for developing visualization solutions is enterprise architecture
(EA), which represents “the organizing logic for core business processes and IT infrastructure reflecting the standardization and integration of a company’s operating model”
[RWR06]. The EA concept is important because it focuses on models that include both
the business logic and the technology details, as well as, in some cases, other organizational elements such as the organization structure and human actors and their roles, not
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just the technology details. The study of EA has become more popular in recent years
[BS16, BSC17, BSC18] as EA is becoming increasingly relevant in our todays agile
world [BSC18]. EA is not only relevant for research, but also for practice [BSC17],
since it helps create architectural templates, called reference architectures (RA), for
various industry domains such as the aviation industry, the maritime industry, the telecommunications industry, the pharmaceutical, life science and healthcare industries, and
others [BS16, BSC17, BSC18]. In particular, EA can help create business analytics and
data science RAs [BS16, BSC18]. In this paper, we use the EA concepts in a concrete
case and describe the resulting RA.

3

Methodology

This paper employs an action design research (ADR) methodology, which is appropriate
for building and evaluating IT artifacts [Se11]. ADR is based on both action research
[Ba97, BM04] and design science research [Se11, VKP04] as follows. Action research is
a methodology used for diagnosing and solving real-world problems faced by organizations, implementing changes, evaluating them, and learning from the process [Ba97,
BM04]. Action research relies on an iterative process that links theory and practice and
supports collaboration between and learning by practitioners and researchers [Ba97,
BM04, Se11]. Design science research is a methodology for designing, building and
evaluating IT artifacts and developing design principles [Se11, VKP04]. ADR combines
these two methodologies in a research process consisting of several phases: (1) problem
formulation (based on theory and practice), (2) building, intervention and evaluation of
the IT artifact in a specific organizational context (with the corresponding context influences and related interactions between researchers and practitioners), (3) reflection and
learning (based on actions taken in previous phases), and (4) formalization of learning
(through generalized outcomes). While the formalization of learning phase has to happen
at the end of the research process, the first two phases of the ADR process can be repeated as needed in order to improve the IT artifact, and reflection and learning can happen
after each one of the preceding stages as well [Se11].
In this paper, we report on phases 1-3 of the ADR process we conducted for developing
a novel tool for monitoring and visualizing data center metrics. As our IT artifact development work is ongoing, we anticipate adding more functionality and conducting several
more iterations of building, intervention and evaluation, followed by reflection and
learning, before we can draw final generalized outcomes and conclude the process.
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4

Developing the data center monitoring tool

4.1

Understanding the requirements

As described in the introduction, the infrastructure of the organization we study, FEA,
consists of three data centers with over 10,000 servers. Each data center encompasses
various clusters, which in turn contain many servers. Each server has several runtime
metrics (including response time, number of requests, connection pool, number of
threads, number of failures, etc.). To monitor these metrics, the data center operations
department uses a manual analysis tool (see Figure 1) ﬁve to six times a week. If ad-hoc
requests are made (such as “our application or service is too slow”), the operations team
uses the tool more often. However, the existing tool does not provide the capability to
monitor all this information at the same time.

Figure 1. The tool currently used in production (showing the drill-down view for one
server)
To get a better understanding of the requirements for an improved tool, we conducted
qualitative interviews with seven employees of FEA who are familiar with monitoring
the data center infrastructure. We asked them about the concrete tasks they have to perform, the problems they have with the current tools, and the features they wish they had.
To understand each employee’s goals and work processes in analyzing the data center
metrics – which define some of the main requirements a monitoring tool should fulfill we asked several questions. The respondents’ answers to the question “What goals do
you pursue / what do you have to deliver and/or to ensure?” included the following
goals:
•

I have to recognize anomalies / faults in FEA’s large infrastructure.
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•
•
•
•

I have to produce a more reliable and faster qualiﬁcation of the operating state.
I need to enable faster localization of the cause of an anomaly / disorder.
I need to eliminate disturbances and to inform the relevant / affected it processes (IT departments) about existing disturbances and about the causes.
I need to increase the ability of predicting failures of individual instances.

The respondents’ answers to the question “How do you use the current tool to accomplish this?” included the following work processes:
•
•
•

•

I look for peaks, zoom in, and evaluate individual logs.
I have to search for information in several tools (dashboard views) and I need
to combine this information to locate the source of a reported problem.
I search manually for contexts such as: Within a process or area, the response
time of a service increases. Why is that? - In order to ﬁnd out, I have to use the
Kibana Dashboard to inspect the affected time period. I search for indicators
that point to the cause of the problem. This might be for example another process, started by another department that shares the common resources.
The ability to predict failures on individual instances is currently not possible
with the tool.

The question “What are the problems with the current tool?” generated the following
statements:
•
•
•
•

The constant drill-up and drill-down is cumbersome – you do not have everything at a glance.
Expert knowledge is required for each tool. Moreover data analysis know-how
is required, but it is not available.
This is a fairly time-consuming manual search process.
Predictability is not possible. Even worse is that we (in the operations department) are often not even able to locate problems and their causes.

In order to gain insight into possible future requirements, we asked the question “What
other features would the future system need to fully round out the entire work in the
company?” This generated the following list of desired features:
•
•
•
•
•

It would be great to have a mechanism in the application that draws attention
to anomalies.
A system that conveniently allows a human acquisition/cognition of such anomalies, thanks to advanced visualization techniques. A feature that does not force
you to search for a needle in a haystack by drilling up and drilling down.
A machine learning based classiﬁcation of service quality would be great.
Incorporating machine learning for the localization of anomalies sounds like a
promising feature to me.
The ability to make “intelligent” suggestions such as “batch X of IT department
Y might be the cause of the delays in IT department Z we are seeing” would be
brilliant
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•

4.2

The future tool should not only apply machine learning for time series analysis
and prediction. It should also predict and alert future expected outliers / peaks.
Implementation

Based on the requirements obtained through interviews (see section 4.1) as well as on
our review of existing monitoring solutions for large infrastructures (see section 2), we
implemented a web-based 3D prototype as an Angular 6 application running on Node.js.
The ﬁrst version of the prototype only supports one failure class, i.e., the response time
metric. Figure 2 presents a screen shot of the prototype. To visualize the utilization of
the infrastructure we adopt the 3D city visualization metaphor used in other large systems applications (see section 2). We depict each server as a house in the city visualization and we use a runtime metric as the height of the building (i.e. response time in our
first prototype). The houses are clustered according to the hierarchical structure of the
clusters and data centers. Each cluster has its own color to make the distinction easily.
The area of each building is constant in order to avoid any biases during analysis. Following user input, we also made several updates to the initial prototype (for example, the
outage of a server instance is visualized by an empty square; in addition, in order to
prevent the situation when a peak makes the visualization unusable because small bars
would not be visible anymore, we introduce a logarithmic scale). Apart from the limitation to one failure class, the prototype supports all requirements initially obtained from
the users.
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Figure 2. The prototype (2 data centers, 4 clusters, 28 server instances)
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The prototype architecture is depicted in Figure 3. The architecture is organized into
three layers: a bottom layer for data storage and retrieval, a middle layer for processing
and analyzing the data, and a top layer for data visualization. Data transformation (in the
bottom layer), also referred to as preprocessing, and data analysis (in the middle layer)
are mainly performed using Python packages. The top data visualization layer including
the graphical user interface uses JavaScript, since the frontend is an Angular 6 application. It also uses Three.JS and D3-3D, which are JavaScript-based frameworks that allow
us to display the utilization data and the infrastructural status of the data centers, clusters
and server instances in three dimensions. Our experience indicates that, for large data
sets, the Three.js framework scales up extremely well as the amount of data to be displayed grows.
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Figure 3: Architecture of the prototype
The prototype provides several options regarding data:
(1) The data is loaded from a CSV ﬁle where each row contains a timestamp, a value for the metric being visualized, and the IDs of the corresponding data center,
cluster, and server instance. The user can analyze the utilization situation at different times by using a slider.
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(2) The data, which is collected within the infrastructure (in our case it is collected
from an enterprise service bus) is provided by the time series database
Elasticsearch (Solr, Prometheus, or Graphite are other possible choices) and is
continuously ﬂowing into our system. The data is provisioned for visualization
using the D3 Streaming JSON functionality, which enables us to show a RealTime 3D Chart.
With a horizontal slider it is possible to switch between certain points in time or view the
changes over time in fast motion. From our point of view this outperforms alternatives
such as bar charts or conventional time-series representations for multiple reasons. First,
our visualization scales up to many hundreds of server instances, which cannot be
achieved with time-series representations for every single server. Second, the servers get
clustered in a natural way representing the hierarchy of the infrastructure. Using the third
dimension (time) helps the user recognize irregularities. Figure 4 presents an example of
how this feature allows comparisons over time.

Figure 4: Visualizing changing load distribution (screenshots of the load distribution at
three different points in time)
The prototype also provides several options for visualizing the data: a historical view, a
real-time chart, and a dashboards with alerts and analyses based on machine learning
processing, which enables time series forecasting and time series anomaly detection
through supervised learning (this last feature is currently under development). We chose
machine learning for our prototype because machine learning models have been successfully applied to time series forecasting and are hypothesized to be better suited for realworld applications, especially for non-linear cases [BTL13, Ah10].
4.3

Evaluation

To investigate the usefulness of the presented visualization we conducted an ADR-based
prototype evaluation with the same participants in the requirements interviews. We
asked them to use the prototype to identify operational anomalies based on utilization /
load data. The data was gathered from three data centers, four clusters and several dozen
nodes from FEA’s infrastructure. After completing the tasks with the prototype, the
participants also used the existing tool that is currently used in production. We then
asked them which visualization they prefer and why. Most participants preferred the new
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system, and made the following comments regarding the improvements the prototype
offers compared to the existing tool:
•
•
•
•

The prototype visualizes each instance in each cluster and data center at a
glance. Here I get through faster.
I have a visualization of all service-relevant metrics in one view.
The three-dimensional view allows me to see more and to recognize more
quickly how load behavior is related – and this without the need to correlate
manually different views.
The visualized time series data can be incorporated into a predictive analytics
model. So we would utilize the load time series of those components that have
failed, for predicting the failure of other components.

Considering that the participants are much more used to the old tool, this is a very promising result. Nevertheless, there is still room for improvement. The participants made the
following improvement suggestions during the ADR-based prototype evaluation (some
of which we have already implemented):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Placeholders for non-present instances.
Slider for adjusting the maximal height.
Logarithmic scaling of the cuboids.
Color conﬁguration panel.
Hover effects with details of the instance.
Lazy loading the data.
Real-time capability.
Info and control panel for conﬁguring the rules of parsing the CSV ﬁle (which
columns are the relevant ones).
Highlight important points on the x-axis.
Interpolating values so that there are no extreme hops between values along the
x-axis.
A drop down menu for selecting IT departments.

We have already implemented the ﬁrst four points of the list. As soon as the remaining
points have been implemented, we will re-evaluate the visualization.

5

Conclusions, limitations and future research

In this paper, we follow an action design research methodology to develop a novel tool
that can help data center employees visualize complex infrastructures and monitor metrics of interest. We base our design on an analysis of the data center infrastructure of a
large German federal agency, on interviews conducted with the agency’s employees, and
on a review of existing data center and other large infrastructure monitoring solutions.
We present the architecture and implementation of the web-based 3D prototype for the
tool, as well as the results of the prototype evaluation with real-world users – the majori-
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ty of whom preferred the new tool, which provided a significantly better option and
enabled visualization of historical data for all server instances at the same time, as well
as real-time charts. To the best of our knowledge, an approach for three-dimensionally
visualizing the load of servers that reside in a data center, grouped in clusters and by
specialized function, such as depicted by our prototype, does not yet exist. Thus, the tool
described in this paper adds to the emerging research on innovative solutions for data
center management through visualization, analytics and machine learning.
Currently, the biggest limitation of our prototype is that it visualizes one metric. However, it is just a question of development effort to add more meta-data and allow
classiﬁcation of different performance issues. For instance, the meaning of the height of
the buildings could be chosen at runtime by the user depending on what metric the user
is interested in. In addition, we do not use the full potential of predictive analytics at this
moment – it is still under construction. We are planning a full-fledged machine learningbased time series analysis and prediction functionality, which will be capable of forecasting the course of the time series and predicting outages, peaks, or other events that
require attention. This component is not yet implemented, but considered as a next step
for future releases.
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